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FOREWORD
1928 was an important year in the history of Dalton-inFurness: Dowdales opened as a school; Nelson Street
School became girls only and, also on Nelson Street,
Dalton Drill Hall was opened. Ironically, both schools
went on to use the Drill Hall many years later.
This book, commissioned by Dalton Community
Association and funded by a Heritage Lottery Grant,
covers the history of the Hall from “Drill Hall to Centre
for All” as the present Centre’s slogan says. It will
cover the time it was used by the Territorial Army, the
King’s Own Royal Regiment [later merged with the
Border Regiment], the Home Guard, the Army Cadets,
Cumbria County Council [hence the schools], Jack and
Jill Playgroup, Youth Clubs and eventually the Dalton
Community Association who have turned it into the
refurbished and well-used Community Centre it is
today.
My first visit to the hall was about 2004 collecting my
granddaughter from playgroup; my impressions were
not good: it seemed old, damp and unwelcoming. There
was a sort of storeroom on our right as we waited
which gave a poor impression and the whole building
seemed dilapidated and unloved. Such a change has
occurred since then, and the DCA is to be congratulated
on the funds it raised and the improvements made. It
is now an extremely well-used facility with the police,

library and many other organisations based there. I
am delighted, therefore, to work on this book so that a
permanent record of the hall can be kept.
Researching the history of the hall has not been easy:
while there is plenty of material about its origins and
opening, photographs of the T.A. and Home Guard and
many memories of its time when used by the schools,
precise dates and detailed documentation from several
periods are not so readily available. It is partly for
this reason that this book is being accompanied by a
website [drillhallidentity.co.uk] and social media pages
into which people can add information they have which
may fill some of the gaps.
Please do add your memories and make corrections
online: you never know – there may be a second edition!
Ron Creer, February 2020
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DRILL HALL IDENTITY - INTRODUCTION
Drill Halls [originally Drill Sheds] started in 1859 as
bases for the Rifle Volunteer Corps, forerunner of the
Territorial Army. From Victorian times onwards they
were a common sight in most British towns, thus very
well known to most of the population. Although often
run by volunteers, their primary function was as a
recruitment centre, where people were enlisted during
wartime and where the Home Guard or its earlier
manifestations were based for training. Soldiers were
enrolled, equipped, trained and paraded while many
townsfolk watched. Weapons, from small arms to
artillery, were stored and thus often a caretaker lived
onsite to take care of the premises and what was
contained therein.
However, in time the Halls came to have a social function
too. At first, entertainment for soldiers’ families took
place, parties were held to celebrate the end of wars
and fund-raising events such as jumble sales were
common. In other words, Drill Halls became part of the
community, just like pubs, churches, schools etc. They
were spaces used for all sorts of occasions.
After World War Two most Drill Halls closed as the
TA was reduced in size and the military need for such
buildings was much less. Many were demolished and
fewer than 1500 of the buildings still survive today,
mostly with completely new functions.
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THE DRILL HALL IN WEST BROMWICH IN 1910

One interesting example is in Lincoln, where the
large Victorian Drill Hall was used during the first
half of the 20th Century by both the military and for
entertainment, the latter increasingly after WW2. Rock
concerts were held there from the 1960s to the 1980s
but then it fell into disrepair. It was deemed unsafe
and closed in 1999 and was almost demolished but
demand from the community and a £2.6m grant saw
it turned into what is now a major arts centre with a
theatre and café/bar, but still called Lincoln Drill Hall,
a superb example of enterprise and investment.
A few new halls did continue to be built into the 21st
century, though often more like bland warehouses. In
Southall, London, this design was used:

Here in Dalton, we were rather slow in starting.
Whereas many Victorian Drill Halls had been used for
recruitment for World War One, it was ten years after
the end of the “Great War” before ours was built. Before
this it appears that Dalton Castle had been used by
the Dalton Battalion of Rifle Volunteers who had their
armoury there. But a need was felt for a more suitable
building and plans were drawn up for a purpose-built
construction which was eventually opened on Nelson
Street in 1928.
UXBRIDGE ROAD DRILL HALL

Whereas, in Liverpool, one more functional Drill Hall,
built in 1990, still has a military use as a Field Hospital
although leisure activities are held there too.

CHAVASSE HOUSE, 208 FIELD HOSPITAL, LIVERPOOL

Locally, Ulverston Drill Hall was built in 1873 as the
HQ for the 37th Lancashire Rifle Volunteers which was
incorporated into the 4th Battalion of the Royal King’s
Lancaster Own Royal Regiment in 1908.

This book aims to trace the history of the building from
that date until its present form as the Dalton Community
Centre. We will cover the various military groups
[Army, Territorial Army, Home Guard] and the Army
Cadet Force; we will also cover its use by Nelson Street
School and later Dowdales School, plus the youth clubs
and its period of decline before Dalton Community
Association took it over, raised funds and created the
wonderful facility we have now. We are well aware that
we will have missed much and possibly made mistakes
in names or dates: we have done our best to get it right
and we plan to produce a second edition where we can
update these so please let us know if you are aware of
omissions or errors.
I hope you enjoy reading about our Drill Hall, as Dalton
Community Centre will be called by locals for some
years yet.
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CHAPTER ONE – THE BEGINNINGS - 1927-39
There is a sound of thunder afar,
Storm in the South that darkens the day!
Storm of battle and thunder of war!
Well if it do not roll our way.
Storm, Storm, Riflemen form!
Ready, be ready against the storm!
Riflemen, Riflemen, Riflemen form!

Let your reforms for a moment go!
Look to your butts, and take good aims!
Better a rotten borough or so
Than a rotten fleet and a city in flames!
Storm, Storm, Riflemen form!
Ready, be ready against the storm!
Riflemen, Riflemen, Riflemen form!

Be not deaf to the sound that warns,
Be not gull’d by a despot’s plea!
Are figs of thistles? or grapes of thorns?
How can a despot feel with the Free?
Form, Form, Riflemen Form!
Ready, be ready to meet the storm!
Riflemen, Riflemen, Riflemen form!

Form, be ready to do or die!
Form in Freedom’s name and the Queen’s
True we have got—such a faithful ally
That only the Devil can tell what he means.
Form, Form, Riflemen Form
Ready, be ready to meet the storm!
Riflemen, Riflemen, Riflemen form!

The tone of this poem by Alfred Lord Tennyson shows how in 1859 the newly formed Volunteer Forces were
encouraged and recruited.
****
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If you go inside Dalton Castle nowadays [and I hope you
do – it’s open on a Saturday afternoon in summer] you
can understand why the Dalton Rifle Volunteers [later
the Volunteer Force and from 1921 the Territorial
Army] wanted larger premises. I would love to have
photographs or documents about their time at the
castle but none seem available any more. However, the
need for somewhere to call their own, especially as up
the road Ulverston had their own Drill Hall, must have
been strong. There is a note in Mike Osborne’s book,
“Always Ready”, the definitive guide to British Drill
Halls, that in 1914 number 1 Ulverston Road was used
– we presume for recruiting – but only for that year.
Indeed, a minute of Dalton Council mentions that on
the 21st February 1928 the joinery and undertakers
there, a partnership between James Atkinson and
Henry Jackson, was based at “The Old Drill Hall”.
In any case, a more permanent home was needed.
Therefore it was hardly surprising that the West
Lancashire Territorial Army Association based in
Liverpool [presumably the area headquarters] applied
for planning permission to build a Drill Hall in Daltonin-Furness. Ironically, these plans were put forward
just as the T.A. was being reduced in number, as it was
felt in the 1920s that the likelihood of war was greatly
reduced. The following decade of course changed that
impression and numbers were increased.

We may not have any photographs or documents from
pre 1927 but we do have a witness statement at the
time of the move from the Castle to the Hall. For in
September 1970, a veteran of those times, John Kellett,
a King’s Own Terrier, was interviewed by an Evening
Mail reporter and said, “I remember the opening very
well because the bus from Barrow had trouble on Mill
Brow and I was only just in time to hop on the rear rank
as the revels commenced.” I wish he had remembered
more.
The Historic England booklet on Drill Halls, “Drill
Halls, Introductions to Heritage assets” 2015, reminds
us that the buildings had three requirements: “firstly,
an administrative block containing rooms such as
offices, stores and an armoury; secondly, a large open
hall [often with an indoor target range to one side
and viewing balconies at either end]; and thirdly,
accommodation for the caretaker or drill instructor
which could be included within the administrative
block or placed separately to the rear of the hall, as
desired.” However, the booklet also stressed that no
two Drill Halls were identical and should be adaptable
to local circumstances.
Here in Dalton, we were to have most of these
requirements and the plans were submitted in October
1926 and the following month the build started with
instructions to complete the work in ten months.
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However, work did not progress far as the plans were
amended and not finally approved until August 29th
1927. The architects were Wadham and Son of 111
Duke Street in Barrow [and Grundy’s of Ulverston were
also involved], and a long correspondence followed
between July 27 and April 1928. Details of costs,
payments, alterations were discussed and the letters
[now in Barrow archives] reveal frustration on behalf
of Wadham and Son at the bureaucracy, tenders and
technical problems.
We discovered that, unsurprisingly, the bricks came
from Askam Brickworks and the design was to include
accommodation on the first floor and a rifle range along
one edge of the building. Mike Osborne describes the
building in this way: “2-storeyfront block, consisting of
3-bay house, gabled projecting porch with stone archway,
3-bat front to hall with blocked access; inscription on
archway: ‘4TH Bn. The King’s Own Royal Regt. Company
Quarters, 1928’; hall behind with indoor range and
garage, now offices for voluntary organisations, etc; In
1914 base for G Coy. 4 Bn Royal Lancaster Regt.”
A more detailed description from a later visitor was
less prosaic: “The overall arrangement of the front
block, with projecting central bay with triangular
pediment above an entrance with a stone segmentalarched surround is familiar, but the details and the use of
materials is quite different. The stone arch itself is both
8

simpler and more dominant, with articulated voussoirs
and a projecting keystone containing the date ‘1928’,
whilst stones on either side contain the inscriptions ‘4th
B The King’s Own Royal Regt’ and ‘Company Quarters’.
Several windows are grouped, divided by simple stone
mullions. The ground floor is constructed from dark red
brick in stretcher bond, whilst the upper floor is pebbledashed. The arrangement of chimneys and the location
of a doorway to the left of the main entrance suggest
that the far left [south] of the front block was residential
accommodation. The buildings behind occupy the entire
plot and the dimensions of the hall itself and hard to
discern, but it appears to be no larger than c65 feet long
by 35 feet wide.”
The photographs in Osborne’s book show many drill
halls fairly similar in design to Dalton’s with the one
in West Bromwich in particular showing striking
resemblances. However, no two are identical. We do
still have the original plans of Dalton’s showing the
features mentioned.
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And so, on July 17th 1928, Dalton-in-Furness had its
own Drill Hall, opened in a ceremony pictured below.
Local military dignitaries plus some residents passing
by are seen looking rather solemn.

Left to right: Major General H W Higginson CB DSO, Commanding
55th West Lancashire Division. Lieutenant Colonel Kennedy,
Commanding, 4th Battalion, King’s Own; Colonel F H Danby,
Commanding 164th (North Lancashire) Infantry Brigade;
Lieutenant General Sir R B Stephens, KCB, CMG; Major H R Parkes,
CB DL, in Mufti; Captain T Thorne; Lieutenant H N Pearson; 2nd
Lieutenant I C Pedley; 2nd Lieutenant E H Tos

Many events took place in the Hall between the wars in
addition to training, some ceremonial like the trooping
of the colours on next page. [see the fascinated little
girl!], and some social like the evening dress parade.
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For the next nine years the T.A. used the new facility
and had it to themselves. As Tennyson’s poem indicates,
the T.A. was made up of volunteers originally intended
to defend the homeland in time of war and members
were under no obligation to fight overseas [hence the
word “territorial”]. They were to be used as reserves
for the army if required although later the rules were
changed so they could be enlisted to fight abroad.
After World War 1, as mentioned earlier, the numbers in
the T.A. were reduced and some Drill Halls closed, so we
were lucky to have one built at the end of the following
decade. Reorganisation was a regular occurrence and
Dalton became the home of the R [Furness] Battery,
380 Light Regiment, R.A. King’s Own [TA].
Moving into the 1930s, things changed again. Yeomanry
[infantry] divisions were converted into artillery units
and large numbers of riflemen were replaced by fewer,
more skilled units. This new technology led to new
needs and the increased amount of artillery and more
lorries meant larger storage facilities were required.
Indeed, when the T.A. was given responsibility for antiaircraft batteries, searchlights were another piece of
equipment that needed space. Here in Dalton in March
1939 plans were submitted for the building of garages
next to the Drill Hall [where the car park is now] to
store trucks and guns. Surprisingly, the plans were
rejected.
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But in that same month the Minister of War, Leslie
Hore-Belisha, announced that the number of T.A.
soldiers was to be vastly increased, almost trebled, and
in April limited conscription started; tens of thousands
of them joined the regular army for fast training.
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Preparations for war were in hand despite the Prime
Minister signing his infamous peace accord with Hitler
six months earlier. Of course, in September that year,
the Nazis invaded Poland and Britain entered World
War Two.

CHAPTER TWO – WAR AND AFTER - 1939 – 1957
As the members of the T.A. were called up and left Drill
Halls for army training camps, the buildings became
eerily quiet for a short time. From September 1939 for
a few months there was no specific purpose for them.
But in 1940 a new group of military men came along to
fill the void.
Nationally, worries about a possible German invasion
came and went along with the hopes and fears of the
nation. Winston Churchill, as First Lord of the Admiralty,
was one of the leaders of the campaign to create a
volunteer defence group. In October 1939 he wrote a
letter calling for a force of half a million to defend our
land, though other politicians felt it unnecessary. But
in some parts of the country the locals took it upon
themselves to organise such a group; in Essex they
were called “The Legion of Frontiersmen”!
When the Germans invaded France and Belgium and
reached the English Channel, public pressure became
too strong to resist and, with private defence forces
being formed all around the country, the Government
realised they had to organise them into a single group.
On May 13th 1940 Secretary of State Anthony Eden
called on men to go to their local police station and
enrol in the “Local Defence Volunteers”. The aim of
enlisting 500,000 men was soon surpassed and by July
the number had reached one and a half million. Also

by then we had a new Prime Minister and Churchill
thought the name of the defence corps was uninspiring
so called for a change to “The Home Guard”.
The Home Guard had a number of purposes and those
in it felt as if they were doing something constructive
in the war effort. The Home Guard was not simply for
older men past conscription age: those young enough
to be conscripted but who did not pass the military’s
medicals could join the Home Guard, so men between
17 and 65 years could join.
Clearly, another use for Drill Halls had been found and
they were used both for recruitment and training of the
new body just as for the T.A. beforehand. Here in Dalton,
we soon had a Home Guard of our own and the Drill Hall
was busy again. But they didn’t have it to themselves
as various army regiments came to the area and used
its facilities. We know the Durham Light Infantry had
camps in Furness and later Scottish Regiments such
as the Black Watch and Cameronians. In fact in his
history of the town, the late Jim Walton says, “As the
war dragged on, Dalton became like an army camp, with
incoming troops being stationed at Anty Cross, Long
Lane and other places. On Saturday mornings – but it
may have been Sundays – a Scottish regimental band,
obviously stationed in Dalton …, complete with drums
and bagpipes, gave a display of countermarching on
13

Tudor Square.”
Cyril Barker also remembered the soldiers having mock
battles with the Home Guard. “They [the Scots] came
into the town and try to take it off the Home Guard. They
came into the town and they were professionals and they
were right rough with the Home Guard, knocked the hell
out of them. That was how things were done in them
days.”
We don’t know what sort of weaponry the Home Guard
had access to but the infamous shortage of rifles for
them does not seem to have been the case here unless
these were replicas!
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We know that soldiers in the King’s Own connected with
Dalton Drill Hall were involved in the Dunkirk evacuation
and others later went to Burma to fight on the Eastern
Front. However, we know little more and would love to.

At this point in our story we must introduce Mrs
Bette Parkin who has given us wonderful information
regarding the Drill Hall in the war.

One duty she loved was flying the flag from the flagpole
outside her room every day. That was a real thrill to a
young girl in wartime.
Her memories of the Drill Hall in that time shows the
many uses it had. The Home Guard would use it each
evening but it was free at other times.

MRS PARKIN TODAY NEXT TO WHERE SHE LIVED IN WW2

Mrs P [neé Bette Willcox] was born in India in 1929
where her father was stationed. Her father was then
RSM, later promoted to Lieutenant Willcox, and served
in Sicily, Italy and North Africa during the war [see him
in the photograph on the previous page]. But before
the war, the family moved from barracks to barracks
within the UK. They lived in Lichfield, Lancaster and
Aldershot before, in 1937, coming to Dalton where her
mother became the caretaker of the Drill Hall. Bette
then lived in the accommodation above the Hall until
1947. She says that to her it became “normal life”.

There were dances and band practices [the former
being very popular with local girls!]. Special events
were organised to raise funds such as “War Weapons
Week” and “Spitfire Week”. There were school poster
exhibitions too. On one occasion parts of a German
plane were brought in, a ME 109, and its fuselage was
kept in the back street behind the Hall and the wings
inside. This caused great excitement for younger
Daltonians.
Mind you, we have also heard about local lads at the
time who would search for “war souvenirs” among the
mine workings on Kirkby Moor after the army training
exercises there. This must have been common at the
time.
In fact, Jim Walton had these stories from the war too:
“As the war dragged on, Dalton became like an army
camp, with incoming troops being stationed at Anty
Cross, Long Lane and other places. There was rationing,
a black-out, plenty of army traffic on our streets and lots
15

of flying overhead. The pubs did a roaring trade too with
all the soldiers around; they all closed at 10pm … or were
supposed to!”
Cyril Barker told a story of the Barrow blitz that
affected Dalton. “When the bombs were dropping people
were going out towards Dalton and sleeping under the
hedges. You could see a stream of people walking out of
town every night. It must have been serious, really tough,
walking out at night, sleeping rough and having to walk
back to town in the morning to go to work. However,
they did it.”
There were two plane crashes nearby, one in October
1940, a Hawker Hurricane, abandoned out of fuel
crashed near Standing Tarn and in April 1941 a Botha
crash landed next to Goldmire Quarry. Nobody was
hurt in either crash and the pilot of the Botha reported
that, “A short time later after I landed the police with
Inspector W T Quinn came to the place of the accident
and the people from artillery in Barrow as well. I gave
the aeroplane into their protection and then went to the
police station in Dalton-in-Furness from where I was
picked up by RAF ambulance from Millom.”
Then there was the story in the Barrow News of
September 2nd 1944, headed “Last Post at Dalton
Funeral”. The article continues:
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“There was a double funeral at Dalton Cemetery on
Thursday for an officer and corporal who lost their lives
in tragic circumstances on Monday. The remains were
those of 2nd Lieutenant S. Johnson of Dunedin, New
Zealand and Corporal JMW Ellis who was a master at
Buxton Grammar School. The coffins, covered with the
Union Jack and with the helmets and bayonets of the
deceased upon them, were borne by brother officers and
sergeants from the chapel to the gravesides.”
Both men appear on the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission website but no account is given of how
they died: of course local newspapers were subject to
military censorship at the time.
Another tale was told by a cook in the army who
witnessed the incident. “I was stationed in Dalton-inFurness. The camp was specially built for the people of
Barrow in case they were bombed. It was huge and had
a great big machine for making bread with huge ovens.
I, and others, made pork pies [from pig’s trotters] for a
thousand men and was exhausted, working all night. One
night there was a huge explosion but I had been a gunner
and was used to big guns, so I couldn’t be bothered
getting up. The explosion had caused a lot of damage
about 300 yards away. Later on I was in Longtown near
Gretna Green waiting to be demobbed and I met a man
there who told me that he was in Dalton at the time
and that two men were killed and many injured. He had

dived to the floor when it exploded and got shrapnel in
his bottom, otherwise he would have been killed. I later
visited Dalton and saw the graves of the two men killed,
one from the Border Regiment and one from the King’s
Own.”
Carole Lamb remembers that the Hall was the base
for Doctor Gunson, and her mother, who lived on Ann
Street, was his nurse. When there was an air raid she
had to run to muster at the Drill Hall – and she was
only 19 at the time! They certainly used teenagers a lot
then as Carole tells us the story of Bill Hope who, at the
young age of 18, was an ambulance driver in the war.
One day, while driving from his base at the Drill Hall to
Barrow where the Abbey Road baths had been bombed,
an explosion lifted his vehicle off the road. Luckily he
was not seriously hurt but there were casualties.
The picture on the right is of Alice Hayton who was
one of the many women who “got stuck in” during the
war. Here she is, in 1942, running our local telephone
exchange, a vital role in wartime.
Women and girls did so much while the men were
away, of course. We know that over twenty Daltonian
girls moved from domestic service or dressmaking
to manufacturing war munitions in a local garage
converted for the purpose.
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Finally is the story of a very unlikely Dalton war hero
told by Richard Higgin about his grandfather, William
Brockbank who lived in the town during the war. “His
hobby was pigeon racing and, in the autumn of 1942, one
of his pigeons, Tommy, was taking part in a race when it
became lost and ended up in occupied Holland. It was
found by the Dutch resistance and nursed back to health.
As all the Dutch racing pigeons had been destroyed by
the Germans, it was a prized possession. It so happened
that the members of the resistance had information
regarding the location of a German U boat base, and
they needed to get the information to England. So they
attached the coded information to a small metal canister,
attached it to Tommy’s leg and set it free. Despite being
shot at by the Nazis, the pigeon returned to William’s
loft in Dalton. He was puzzled to find the canister and
took it to the police who in turn passed it to the RAF
where it was decoded and they carried out a successful
raid on the U boat base. Later a message was sent to the
resistance from the BBC who incorporated it in a radio
show. And after the war Tommy was awarded the Dutch
medal for bravery at their embassy in London and the
Dickin Medal for bravery from the PDSA.” I wonder how
many Daltonians today know of their war hero.
After the war, life in Dalton changed again. The Home
Guard was disbanded and eventually the T.A. returned
to take over the Drill Hall, even if in ever dwindling
numbers. However, Mrs Parkin remembers that the
18

town’s Home Guard Rifle Club continued to use the Hall
until 1949. She also said that the Army Cadets started
around this time under the command of Joe Neal.
The period between 1947 and 1957 gradually became
a quieter time for the Drill Hall. There were still
occasional dances and Peter Phizacklea remembers
attending a judo club in the fifties but we have little
information of any more until the T.A. moved out and
the Hall came under the auspices of Lancashire County
Council Education Committee at the end of the decade.

CHAPTER THREE – SCHOOLDAYS – 1957-80
Of all the uses the Drill Hall has had over the years, the
most memorable for many local people today is when it
was used regularly by Nelson Street School. The school
was opposite the Hall, where the Trafalgar Court town
houses are today. It was officially opened in 1887 by
Mrs W G Ainslie of Grizedale Hall – the plaque is still
there today. But the school was in operation three
years earlier.

As already mentioned, the school became a girls only
junior school in 1928 as the Hall was being built, purely
a coincidence it seems. The previous girls’ school [since
1878] was renovated and became Chapel Street Infant
School while the boys’ school on Broughton Road
continued until 1980.
For the first thirty years of its existence we have little
evidence of the school using the Hall, but from 1957
onwards, as the military pulled out and only the Army
Cadets were there, an arrangement with Lancashire
County Council [remember that this was before the
1974 reorganisation] meant that the school started to
use it as their school hall mainly, but for other uses too.
Old girls remember quite a range of subjects taught
there – assemblies and lunches naturally needed the
large space along with P.E. and country dancing, music
tuition, sex education and the dreaded exams [11+ and
later Richmond Tests]. There were school productions,
parties at Christmas and for leavers too. Concerts
too were held here with many musical workshops [a
“Clown Workshop” in 1974 and “Moonraker” the year
after were recorded].
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Cuthbert was Head followed by Miss Orford [“We
called her Hawkeye because she never missed a thing”].
Kathleen Miller remembers those early days: “We were
little devils! But there were some lovely teachers then.
Miss Brownlee, Mrs. Metters, Mrs. Thompson and Mrs.
Wallace. The latter taught all of us how to knit. Miss
Brownlee taught us about Africa and nature and how to
sew and write properly. Happy, happy days.”

PRE-1928 NELSON STREET SCHOOL WAS FOR BOYS!

As Cllr Ann Thurlow, who was a former teacher, said,
“The school could not have functioned without the Drill
Hall.”
The Hall had gymnasium equipment installed [you can
still see the end of a beam that was used to fix bars
etc], much of which was in place until fairly recently.
And this was inspected and improved on at times. The
school log book mentions several checks in the mid
1970s with new apparatus added in October 1974.
It is clear that the school became responsible for the
upkeep of the Hall at this time for it was the Headteacher
who arranged inspections of fire extinguishers, heating
boiler and even decoration. In the early 1950s Mrs
20

The arts were an area the Hall became well used for:
Dowdales used the Hall occasionally for band practices
and orchestral performances, for “creative arts” with
Mr Lawrence, P.E. with Mr Sanderson and dance
lessons with Miss Mitchell and Mrs Fisher. The Furness
Youth Orchestra used the Hall for rehearsals every
other month from 1973 to 1980 under the founder
and conductor, Gilbert Uren. Helen Forster was leader
of the orchestra after Dean Fawcett and remembers
Mr Uren’s daughter, Kathleen who became a concert
pianist after starting with the F.Y.O. Helen’s parents
[her father was Bill Gilchrist] went to Nelson Street
School and her grandfather, Wilfred Griffin had been
the organist and choirmaster at St Mary’s Church and
started an amateur orchestra in the Hall in the 1930s!
Some Dowdales school discos were also held there and
some of the lads, playing table tennis in the rifle range,
took home some of the .22 cartridges they found!

But it was really the domain of Nelson Street and we
can read of chess tournaments, rummage sales and
even meetings of local headteachers held in the Hall.
A highlight for most pupils’ was the Leavers’ Parties
in July each year, not quite the extravagant proms they
have nowadays – no limousines and thousand pound
dresses!
In the late 60s Mrs Pauline Smith was the Headteacher
and in her time Julie Higham [neé Liddicot] remembers
dancing in the Hall to the music of ‘Peter and the
Wolf’, “all of us having different parts”. Mrs Smith was
followed from Easter 1974 by Mrs P May who moved
from Broughton Road Boys’ school. Mrs May who was
related to Harvey Jackson of Ulverston, is remembered
well by many past pupils. “She was small but fierce and
shouted a lot. She thought she was the business and
terrified many of us.”

From the Log Book, it is clear that the Head rightly
saw the Hall as part of her school but of course other
groups were still using it [Peter Phizacklea remembers
getting his judo black belt in classes there – he went
on to represent the North of England – and there were
occasional shows]. But the Army Cadets continued to
use the rifle range and small office, and there were
occasional conflicts with the school who were annoyed
by the cadets’ treatment of “their hall”. The caretaker
reported the PE store broken into, balls stolen and a
record player damaged. Even worse the newly sanded
hall floor was “gouged with skid marks”. In September
1974 one enigmatic entry in the Log Book was “the
cadets are almost completely out of the Drill Hall.” I
wonder what that meant.

DO YOU RECOGNISE ANYONE HERE?
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These uses of the Hall continued throughout the 1970s
but towards the end of that decade it was known that
a new school was being built for boys and girls to
attend. This school [it became George Romney School
of course] was purpose built with its own playing fields
… and a school hall. Therefore from 1978 onwards
preparations were made for both Broughton Road and
Nelson Street Schools to move into the new building.
Much new staff training was undertaken and some
teachers started to leave, finding jobs elsewhere,
and those who wanted to applied for the new jobs at
George Romney. It must have been difficult in late 79
and early 1980 to continue teaching the girls at Nelson
Street while Mrs May and others were also involved in
planning for the new school. The final term especially
was a poignant time and the final entries [14-16th July]
in the Log Book include the following:
Parents help with packing up. A party is given for the
lower juniors with the theme of ‘The Wild West’ and the
Upper Juniors had a barbecue in the evening.
Everything is packed up. Mrs Benson comes with a trailer
and takes away the surplus furniture. A final service is
held to close the school and Mrs Critchley is presented
with a cut glass bowl. School closes finally on the 16th
day of July 1980.
Mrs May became the first headteacher of the new
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school but retired a few years later.
And the Drill Hall had lost its biggest user.

CHAPTER FOUR – COMMUNITY BEGINNINGS - 1980 – 2008
Once George Romney School was open and Nelson
Street school closed, there was no longer any clear use
for the Hall.
It did house some occasional events such as the Annual
Flower Show run by Dalton Horticultural Association
[later Society], one of the oldest organisations in the
town, started in 1878. These organisations had been
encouraged by the Government after World War One
as it gave men work when they returned home and the
Show was a major event for working class men. There
is evidence for this in the plates and certificates won
for they say they were for “the unemployed” or for “exservicemen”. There used to be two shows in the Drill
Hall, one in June concentrating on sweet peas and the
big one at the end of August for vegetables etc. The
shows moved from St Margaret’s Hall [now Little and
Caine] to the Drill Hall in the 1970s and the main one
was the biggest in the area for many years. Thanks to
Keith Hardman for this information and he is keen to
mention other stalwarts such as Les Crossley, Danny
Hillman, Freddy Quayle. Sadly, as with many such
events, the Flower Show has dwindled of late.
In addition, of course, the Army Cadets continued to be
based in the Hall and Dowdales occasionally used it for
specific purposes, but Cumbria County Council, who
had owned it since county re-organisation in 1974,

seemed to have no new purpose for it in mind and it
started to deteriorate.
It is generally felt that this was a period when the Hall
was in greatest danger and we could have lost the
building. It was in an area popular for housing with a
small Co-op just over the road; the County could easily
have sold it and it could have been redeveloped, as has
happened to the Carnegie library, or even demolished.
However, it was saved by two things. Firstly, the
committee running the Hall in the late 80s with
Maureen and Alan Rothery, Ted Hillman, Joan Slade,
Brenda O’Connor and Les Crossley kept things ticking
over. They maintained the place as best they could [Alan
remembers cleaning and buffing the main hall floor as
it had become filthy] and for some years this regime
worked well. They ran discos for local teenagers which
were very popular and managed to contain the noise
and odd problems with drink and petty vandalism. Alan
soon learned the best ways to deal with troublesome
teens!
The second change that helped the Hall was when an
Extraordinary Public Meeting was called in 1998 by
Margaret Martindale who was Borough Councillor
for Dalton North at the time. The meeting was to
discuss the future of the Drill Hall and what people
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wanted for it. A new committee was formed soon after
with John Major in the Chair, Margaret as secretary to
the trustees, and Peter Phizacklea from the County
Council, Bill Smith, Les Crossley and Bob Martindale
on the committee. Dalton Community Association
Mark One, was now in place though the name did not
become official until 1999. Due governance was set
up with trustees, a constitution and policies on all the
essential items – safeguarding, health and safety, etc.

help], in 2002 they took on a lease at a peppercorn rent
of £1 - which was never collected - and set to work.
Firstly, the boiler was found to be unfit and needed
replacing and the first of many grant applications was
made. The Francis Scott Trust, Fisher Foundation and
Cumbria Community Fund were excellent supporters
in these years.
Then the roof, which frequently leaked, especially
in the flat section, needed many patches which kept
local roofers busy. It was discovered that the fire
extinguishers had not been checked for years and
the alarms were not working properly, so these were
put right. And the piping turned out to be all lead so
filling kettles for tea was banned until a local plumber
replaced it all for the fee of … the lead!
In addition, lots of smaller jobs needed doing and
the committee rolled up their sleeves and did these
themselves: cleaning, painting, buffing the floor again,
so that the Hall was in a suitable condition to attract
groups to use it.

THE TRUSTEES IN 2001: MARGARET AND BOB MARTINDALE,
JOHN MAJOR, BILL SMITH AND PETER PHIZACKLEA

After some negotiations with Cumbria County Council
[John Siddall from Livingstons Solicitors was a great
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The two groups that were long time regular users of
the Hall were the Army Cadets and the Jack and Jill
Playgroup, and these carried on for many years. The
Cadets still use it and are the organisation who have
made use of the Hall for the longest time. The rifle

range along the northern side of the building was their
domain and one of the smaller rooms at the front of the
building too.

were there for twenty years until they gave notice in
January 2016. A similar organisation, TLC or True Life
Church, who were part of the City of Joy, have returned
in February 2020.
Other groups using the facilities included the Bridge
Club, Caged Bird Club, Evangelical Church and Tap and
Sequence Dance classes. But there were many one-off
events held there too. The annual Dalton Horticultural
Show was one popular event and was the biggest in
the area; it finished at the Drill Hall in 2018, moving
elsewhere but hopefully not for good.
Later, Age UK ran events and Colin Garnett’s “Job Club”
was popular, with help given to jobseekers through
training in writing CVs, applications, etc.

ARMY CADETS OUTSIDE DRILL HALL IN 1960

Jack and Jill used the building for over 30 years and
have a chapter of this book to themselves but the fact
that they moved in was another factor that kept the
Hall in use.
And there was third long term user of the Hall, City of
Joy, the evangelical church group under the leadership
of Colin Walmsley. They started in the Hall in 1996 and

The Health Centre Baby Clinic used the Hall for a while
and in one year, 1989/90, while Dalton Clinic was being
upgraded, the Hall was used for ante-natal classes and
one mum at the time, Donna Ruth Smith, has happy
memories of doing breathing exercises lying on mats
in the main Hall with the sun streaming in.
So, it’s clear that a large range of activities took place in
the Hall even if the building was not in tiptop condition.
In June 1999 the Dalton Community Association
became a registered charity with the stated aims:
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“a) to promote the benefit of the inhabitants of Daltonin-Furness without distinction of sex or other political,
religious or other opinions by associating the local
authorities, voluntary organisations and inhabitants in
a common effort to advance education and to provide
facilities in the interests of social welfare for recreation
and leisure time occupation with the objects of improving
the conditions of life for the said inhabitants.
(b) to establish or to secure the establishment of a
community centre and to maintain and manage, or to
co-operate with any local statutory authority in the
maintenance and management of such a centre for
activities promoted by the association and its constituent
bodies in furtherance of the above objects.”

in the Hall. The Youth Workers met groups “where they
are”, in the park or on the streets, took warm drinks
with them [hot chocolate was always a favourite] and
chatted to them, wanting to know how they could be
helped. These talks led to the organisation of more
discos in the Hall one Friday evening a month for a
few years – as mentioned, Maureen and Alan Rothery
had been involved in running these - and trips out
to Blackpool and other places. These ideas were not
always easy or trouble-free [finding adult supervisors
was especially difficult] but did show how much the
Committee wanted to do things for the youth of the
town.

These aims were amended twice within a year but
have remained more or less the same in the different
versions of the DCA ever since. Being a charity also
enabled more funds to be applied for and grants for
more repairs and developments.
One of these developments was for more youth work.
As Fiona Thomson, Dalton Town Clerk since 1995,
told me: “Margaret was hot on providing youth services.
She had a lot of energy for it and it was her top priority.”
Funds were acquired to pay for Detached Youth Workers
who went out to meet the young people of the area who
were reluctant to attend the Youth Club which also met
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MAIN HALL IN EARLY 2000s

Another thing based at the Hall was the running of a
magazine, the “Spirit of Dalton”. This true community
newsletter with articles on organisations and events
as well as adverts for local businesses was run by the
Martindales plus Colin Garnett and especially Zoe Guest
who was its editor. At first it was delivered around the
town with the “Advertiser” and even left in estate agents
for newcomers to the area to pick up and see what the
town offered. But, since the “Advertiser” didn’t reach
all homes in Dalton, it was then hand delivered. Bob
Martindale remembers pounding the roads of the estate
for many hours pushing copies through letterboxes. It
was a labour of love. The “Spirit” continued for several
years until distribution became the main problem. It
became difficult to continue as there were insufficient
fit people to deliver it around the town on time. Maybe
we should revive it as an online magazine?
By the early to mid 2000s changes were in the air.
Dalton Town Council set up the Dalton Development
Partnership with Colin Garnett in charge; this was a
short-lived but influential body which took an interest
in the Hall. Margaret Martindale had been working for
two days a week at the Dalton Learning Centre based
across the road in the Library and about three days
a week in the Hall., all on a voluntary basis. Then she
started a degree course in Youth and Development via
the new University of Cumbria at St Martin’s College in
Lancaster. But about this time her mother
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died and Margaret and Bob had to gradually ease off
their commitments. Barry Doughty, who had been
Margaret’s field work supervisor in her training, joined
the DCA in 2008 and gradually took over the running of
the Association.
At this point we should mention another vital person
in the history of the Dalton Community Association.
The longest serving member of the DCA trustees is
Raymond Willcock. In 2003 when he was unemployed
he was looking around for ways of improving his CV
and at a Job Fair he was advised to apply for voluntary
positions for the experience. He did so and had little
response at first [although later he became in demand
from the Cumbria Voluntary Service] but then, in 2005
he was contacted by Margaret Martindale and called for
an interview. She was keen to use him but was unsure
how. So he asked if he could work on the Spirit of Dalton
magazine. He then sold advertising space, wrote many
articles and delivered copies [often to outlying areas
like Newton and Tytup]. With no personal transport
Raymond walked many miles and wrote almost as
many words. No wonder he later became a walk leader
and citizen of the year! However, he was upset that an
insufficient number of people were involved with the
magazine, some letting the editor down by not writing
articles they promised.
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Later in 2005 he saw that the DCA needed more
trustees [as recommended by the Charity Commission]
so he applied and was completely shocked to be
successful. And thus started his fifteen years [to now]
years as a trustee of the Association. He has witnessed
many changes of course and been involved in much
fundraising. He tells the story of the coffee mornings
at a church to raise funds and how he was determined
they would raise more than the Committee expected.
This led to a five year plan of fund raising coffee
mornings which eventually moved into the Hall itself.
In 2006/7 the Committee was looking to make
alterations for the playgroup but these were delayed
until the new Committee came into operation in 2008.
Raymond saw the changes that then started. He tells of
Barry Doughty going to Funding Fairs where he learned
that grant funding bodies liked building on success as
they looked for a track record of success. “Soon,” he
added, “Barry had many contacts.” He is delighted at the
way the Hall has developed. “It is more of a community
building now, fit for the 21st Century.”

CHAPTER FIVE - JACK AND JILL PLAYGROUP
Jack and Jill had been started in 1973 by Ann Turner
and a colleague and they used the Hall for over forty
years and only stopped in 2017 when funding issues
sadly made the group unviable.
Previously the playgroup had used Dalton Cricket Club
but moved into the Hall in the 80s when the cricket
club roof was leaking and the room became unsuitable.
They checked out other sports clubs etc but the rent
was too high and then Mr Turner, Head of Dowdales
School, told them that the school no longer used the
Drill Hall much and they could have it for a peppercorn
rent of £5 a year. They even sent the school cleaners to
make the Hall presentable for the playgroup.
By now Freda Smith was the leader and she was very
organised, using cards for each child with their details
on as part of the upgrade to administration which was
considered efficient by the inspectors. Freda became
the area organiser for playgroups and ran Jack and Jill
very well. At first there were thirty children and four
staff each morning and the times suited the mums,
some of whom became helpers. They used the main
hall before the old rifle range was converted and then
they had their own room plus children’s toilets and
kitchen.
Sue Johnson was one of the mums helping but, when

it was discovered she had a NNEB qualification, she
became the one to take over from Freda. She started at
a wage of £1 per morning in the 1980s and soon moved
from two mornings a week to all five. “Auntie Susan”, as
she was known, ended by staying for twenty two years
altogether.
Once a committee was formed to run the Hall Sue was
a user/member and found the experience useful. She
remembers Ted Hillman as Chair and Bob Martindale
as treasurer. But the playgroup had its own treasurer,
one of the mums, and one day Sue was told not to spend
any money for a week as there was only £7 in the bank.
But there were wages and rent [no longer peppercorn!]
to pay so fees went up and fundraising stepped up a
gear. Rummage sales were particularly successful and
brought in much needed cash to pay for materials like
the large tubs of paint ordered from a specialist firm in
Derbyshire.
Sue has many happy memories of her time with Jack
and Jill; she was so much part of the furniture that kids
thought “Auntie Susan” lived in the Hall. One little child
was astonished to see her in the supermarket one day
and asked his mum who was looking after the Hall!
Over the years she would come across ex-charges now
older and when she helped at the youth discos she saw
some as teenagers. Some came back to do community
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service by decorating the Hall and one lad came up to
her at a disco and was lovely to her, and she was sad
to hear later that he had died in a road traffic accident
while in Germany with the army.
A more amusing anecdote was of the little boy whose
foot caught in a trolley and they could not free him. So
the fire brigade were called much to the excitement
of the children. As it happened he freed himself just
minutes before the firemen arrived but they were very
good and showed their engine to all the children.

Leaders after Sue included Jean Davis, Diane Walden,
Anne Park, Kath Duffin and Claire Round - who was
the leader at the end. It was open for five mornings a
week, at first very much to occupy the toddlers with
games but later, as Ofsted inspections and guidelines
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were applied, to pre-school provision and recording
of progress, which meant specific targets were set
and staff had more paperwork to do which took them
away from their charges. But funding improved and
Anne remembers that her weekly wage increased from
£27 to £75 in the 14 years she was working for J&J!
Sue and Kath also remember how keen boys were to
put on dresses from the dressing up box – no gender
stereotyping then. But one problem they had was
with pigeons getting in: once the session had to be
cancelled as it took ages to drive one down and out
from perching on the beams! Other activities included
a sponsored walk to the C of E church for the Christmas
Tree Festival, trips to the zoo and taking part in Dalton
Carnival.
When Claire Round took over in 2010 she was of the
new, younger breed ready to take the playgroup to a
new level. She began “branding” Jack and Jill, adding a
logo and even a uniform [which was very popular with
children, who felt they were like their older siblings,
as well as parents]. She had been a teaching assistant
at Church Walk School in Ulverston and saw Jack and
Jill as her “lucky break”. She wanted to take it into
the modern day and made many changes, from small
things like getting children involved with the snacks
to bigger ones like getting registered as a charity to
enable more fund raising; the word “pre-school” was
added as there was another Jack and Jill’s Playgroup

registered. Claire managed to get local businesses to
support the playgroup [Brocklebanks gave them fruit
and veg, for example]. Then in 2013, as mentioned
earlier, the Playgroup moved from the main hall to
their own dedicated room [now the East Wing] with
children’s toilets and their own kitchen. While this
meant less space it did mean exclusive use and better
storage – in the old days staff had to work an extra 30
minutes before and after the children to set up and clear
away. Also they could now put up posters and have
improved security for playgroup equipment. It was
also better for “school readiness”, a new requirement
for playgroups, as staff could ensure children could use
the toilet properly, brush their teeth and even work
with food using real pans and plates. “I wanted it to be
good, to be real,” Claire said.

for disasters, Chinese New Year, etc. And the tradition
of walking to the parish church for the Christmas
Tree Festival continued, decorating a tree themselves
following a craft evening.

Another change was when the County Council sent
“funded” children, paying for fifteen hours each. Because
of the nature of the children, this was challenging but
undertaken with enthusiasm and brought in muchneeded funds.
Many other activities were included. They took part in
the Asda “Grow Your Own” scheme, World Book Day,
“Jeans for Genes”, placing poppies at the cenotaph
on Remembrance Day, a sponsored “Splash” at the
swimming pool, Macmillan Coffee Mornings, singing
to older folk at the Centenary Centre, raising money

OPENING OF OUTSIDE AREA

One highlight was the letters received from the Royal
Family. In 2015 the children had made cards and sent
them with best wishes to the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge when Princess Charlotte was born and the
next year sent the Queen best wishes on the occasion of
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her 90th birthday and were delighted to receive letters
thanking them; they were even given a presentation
coin by the Town Council as well for the latter.
Claire made connections with the Mother and Toddler
Group at the Children’s Centre and Chapel Street
School to ensure continuity for the children. She also
attempted other ventures some more successful than
others; a holiday club was one idea that did not take off,
for instance. But the two Ofsted Inspections during this
time [the first with no warning at all on the day they
were moving into the new room, and the second with
just a couple of hours’ notice] led to “Good” judgements.
All seemed to be going well for Jack and Jill.

Jack and Jill should still be going in the Community
Centre; nobody wanted it to stop. However, in 2016
numbers started to fall [whether through a drop in
the birth rate or the recession hitting families], rent
was raised and the minimum wage rise increased
expenditure. Claire applied to the County Council for
interim funding for “sustainability” but was unable to
strike a deal with Chapel Street School who had started
their own playgroup, lowering their age range to
include two year olds. A period of uncertainty followed
and two members of staff left as they were “unsure of
their future”. Despite all efforts, during 2016/17 the
playgroup became financially unviable and sadly the
decision was made to close on July 20th.
Thus ended a tremendously useful and appreciated
community group and the second longest tenant of
the Hall. Everyone involved was devastated and some
heartfelt letters of appreciation and sadness were
received.

THE PLAYGROUP ROOM IN THE NEW AREA
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CHAPTER SIX – RENEWAL AND REFURBISHMENT - 2008-2020
Barry Doughty is a native of Devizes in Wiltshire who
left school at 15 with no qualifications before joining
the Army at 16 in the Royal Corps of Signals as a Radio
Telegraphist. He served the country for 15 years with
deployments around the world; he was a member of
the Joint Services West to East Sahara expedition in
1975 – the first crossing of the Sahara desert at its
widest point. And he was awarded the Fellowship of
the Royal Geographical Society.
He left the Army in 1976 and moved to Cardiff as
a Youth and Community worker. He also attended
University as a mature student gaining social work
qualifications, a Community Education Degree and a
qualification as a teacher in Further Education. After
working in South Wales as a professionally qualified
Youth and Community Worker in both the Statutory
and Voluntary sectors, Barry subsequently worked as
a Senior Lecturer in Youth and Community Work at the
University of Wales from 2000 until retirement in 2007

Community Association. He was appointed Chairman
in 2008 and continues in that role until the present
day, though he is still carrying out part time lecturing
at Cardiff Metropolitan University in Youth and
Community work.
In addition to the above Barry has been involved in
local democracy for 22 years, being an elected member
of various local authorities and Mayor of two towns,
one in Wales [Llantwit Major in 1991/2] and more
recently of Dalton-in-Furness in 2012/13.

Then, in 2007, he moved to Dalton for family reasons
and immediately saw it as a town with a good
community spirit.
The following year while supervising students from
the University of Cumbria on their professional
practical placements, he became involved with Dalton

BARRY DOUGHTY, DCA CHAIR OF TRUSTEES
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Barry told me that his first thought on deciding
whether to become chair of the Dalton Community
Association was if he should “stay away or face up
to a huge challenge”. He saw that the building was
in a bad state and that it could easily be sold by the
County Council and redeveloped or even demolished
– “this was a real danger”. It would have been easy to
have washed his hands of it. But he saw how badly
Dalton needed a community centre in the middle of
town and there were still some regular users: Dance
Tazia, a church group, Jack and Jill’s and of course, the
Army Cadets. There was also occasional use by the
Dalton Horticultural Society, keep-fit groups and one
off parties etc. So there was also the need to assess
what was being provided for those paying rent and the
challenge was how to refurbish the Hall to a proper
standard for them without any specific expertise.
One of the first changes made under the new regime
was to lease the Hall from Cumbria County Council for
25 years. This gave the DCA some sense of ownership
and made them responsible for maintenance and
repairs while the Council still owned the building.
Then funds were raised for a feasibility study by
a professional architect to look at the fabric of the
building and produce a plan of what was and was not
possible. This study was carried out by Chris Bugler, a
local architect who has worked closely on the various
phases of the redevelopment ever since then and been
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very supportive; his website has photos of some of
the phases. But back in 2008/9 it was important to
work out what was needed to make the building fit for
purpose, including as much flexibility as possible with
areas adaptable for when one group left and another
moved in. For example, what is now the library was at
first a meeting room and open area.
Also, the architect worked with some of the young
people, asking them what was needed, for instance in
rebuilding the toilets which were in a terrible state;
one of the grants had such consultation as a condition.
The flat roof was still leaking at times but the toilets
were definitely the main priority.
Of course, volunteers managed the Association
and its projects which included the Drill Hall itself,
plus a temporary shop in the main street for youth
information advice and activities, junior youth club
provision and Dalton Learning Centre based over the
road in the Library where study skills and other classes
for adults were held. But partnerships were growing:
with the police, with Dowdales School and with the
Town Hall who gave full support including having a
representative on the DCA board of trustees.
Angela Knowles, the County Council Rural Projects
Officer for the area, was brought in to assist and she
became pivotal in keeping the Hall open. She was

funded by the local councils as well as CCC and the
Drill Hall was her biggest project. As a CCC employee,
she was never a Trustee but gave excellent guidance
and expertise, which was much appreciated. She had
reported when she started work in 2009/10 that,
“The building had been subject to some poor quality
renovations but had largely not been touched since 1929
and was providing a very poor environment for user
groups.”
“The Hall was in a poor state in 2009,” she later said. “Even
health and safety and fire regulations were unsatisfactory
and some asbestos was found over the entrance hall.”
She and Barry assessed the situation and realised that
the Trustees had to consider the big financial risk to
themselves of taking on the refurbishment. But the risk
was taken – “Barry has always been the main man with
his vision and tenacity.” They realised they needed more
trustees with a greater range of skills and experiences
– financial, commissioning, community, etc. So Barry
went around asking individual people. Martin McLeavy,
a BAE Project Manager and local Rotarian who became
Vice-Chair and a great asset with practical help
In addition, County Councillor Bill Bleasdale deserves a
special mention for securing funding from the County
which provided equipment for young people and
match funding for the other applications. Barry was
a councillor too and persisted in getting funding from

Barrow Borough Council.
The local Rotary Clubs were also very helpful to
the Centre. All three local Clubs have contributed or
supported the refurbishment. Initially it was Barrow
Rotary who gave a start-up grant and then a small
grant was received from Furness Peninsula Rotary. But
the biggest contribution came from Furness Rotary
who supported the Centre both financially and in
practical ways. Martin McLeavy, the vice-chair, was a
member and he was able to muster help for painting
walls, reinstating floors, soundproofing, loft insulation,
etc. They also provided work parties over a period of
ten years, ably project managed by Martin. The DCA is
very grateful to them.
There were many hoops to go through in raising income
and some, like increasing charges for room hire, were
not popular but necessary. Storage was a problem too
with some user groups having keys to cupboards that
the Trustees could not access.
But they had the ambition and the vision of what the
Community Centre should be like. For example, they
needed facilities that enabled multiple users at the same
time to increase income so they applied for grants for
different areas to improve the facilities for each group.
They needed more toilets with disabled access on the
east side of the building. There was the problem of the
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ancient boiler that was often breaking down, the lack
of insulation leading to extensive heat loss, the flat roof
problem and the “mystery of the electrics”! All these
needed to be tackled and, one clear problem, while
the building was still in use. This last issue led to some
strange situations: for example when the playgroup
moved back into the main hall on a temporary basis,
that meant they had to be re-inspected by Ofsted! And,
because of child protection issues, screens around the
children were in place so the builders passing by could
not see them!

building with insulated walls, energy saving lights
and loft insulation, all supported by Bay Wind Energy
Conservation Trust and the late Derek Elsworth in
particular. Then there was the new class/meeting
room, new fire alarm system and the removal of the old
iron girders in the main hall. A new separate entrance
for the Army Cadets was created along with a dedicated
office space. Finally, it almost goes without saying that
voluntary help was forthcoming for minor works and
painting.

Angela had experience of grant applications and
was good at the wording so she and Barry made a
list of possible funders and set to work on the work
in phases. As she said, “It was so challenging and not
straightforward.”
Phase One, consisting of the toilets, flat roof, new
meeting room and entrance area, was completed in
2010 after raising a total of £136,000 from grants
and sponsorship which was celebrated at an event in
January 2011. Please look at the Hall’s entrance area
which has a board showing those who gave financial
support.
Once Phase One was complete, plans for the second
phase were under way and in the next eighteen months
work was done to improve the energy efficiency of the
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NEW KITCHEN FOR MAIN HALL

Phase Three required more grant applications [Barry
was becoming quite a dab hand at these!] and £35,000

was allocated to a new heating system with an
electronic heating zone to reduce our carbon footprint.
It also paid for refurbishment of the main kitchen,
further toilets and other minor improvements. The
heating and lighting system had been the one installed
when the building was complete in 1928 and was
clearly not up to the mark as far as both efficiency and
the environment are concerned. With the new system,
by 2019 the Centre was not only saving £1200 a year
and reducing its carbon footprint, but is now receiving
money back from the Government.
With all three phases coming to fruition, the Hall was
by 2012/3 a much more modern, effective community
centre, one the town was becoming proud of again.
Thus, when the County Council agreed to hand over
the building to the Trustees as a Community Asset, it
was almost a completion of the project the Association
had been working on for several years. The Drill Hall,
now Dalton Community Centre, hence the title of this
book, “From Drill Hall to Centre for All”, belonged to the
people of Dalton legally as well as in practice.
As well as the long term users of the building [Army
Cadets, Jack and Jill Playgroup, City of Joy church],
others were being added, making up over 500 users
per week. Dance Tazia, which has a large membership
uses the building two evenings a week as anyone in the
building during their session will know only too well!

It’s always a joy to see the children practising their
dance moves and clearly loving the group.
The next major phase in the refurbishment was to
create a separate computer/training suite by sectioning
off part of the main hall. Not only did this provide extra
facilities in terms of approximately twelve PCs, but the
room became flexible enough to be used as a meeting
room too. Once internal decorations were complete the
room was functional at the beginning of 2016 and has
proved one of the most useful rooms in the building.
Fifteen refurbished computers were donated by BaE
systems in conjunction with Miller and Waite Co.
DALTON YOUTHY
The DCA in all its forms has always aimed to provide
support and facilities for young people. As mentioned
in Chapter Four, there had been the Dalton Learning
Centre and After School Study Club across the road in
the library since the early 2000s [thanks to a donation
from Children in Need], and the DCA business plan
included youth provision as an objective. In 2012 a
dedicated youth area was completed with a social area,
new kitchen and computer room. This was achieved
through grants from Barrow Borough Council and
the Hadfield Trust with volunteers carrying out the
decorating and loft insulation. The group was run by
Sue Johnson [not the playgroup leader] and her team of
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youth workers and volunteers three evenings a week
as well as one-off trips and outdoor activities. A survey
that year showed that 189 young people were catered
for and it may not have been a coincidence that that
year anti-social behaviour rates dropped by a third in
Dalton according to police figures.
As always with youth work, leadership could be an
issue and “Dalton Youthy” as it had been named was
not always successful but it has remained a key project.
And unfortunately, a couple of years later funding cuts
led to less provision despite some projects via Drop
Zone, and eventually the regular sessions had to stop.
This was very disappointing but attempts to revive it in
some form continue.
Two more major moves in the life of the Centre around
this time followed the closures of the town’s police
station and library. In 2015, the police station on
Station Road became a victim of local police authority
cuts. In these modern times with regional call centres
and PCSOs, it seems the need for local, staffed police
stations is considered unnecessary. So the police took
up small rooms in the Community Centre where officers
can have access 24 hours a day. As they moved in they
used the hall for training purposes too with mock-ups
of houses etc.
A similar situation occurred with the old Carnegie
library opposite the Drill Hall. With its three storeys
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and many rooms it had been a very useful asset for
the town for decades, [it was once the headquarters
of Dalton Urban District Council] providing not only
normal library functions but adult education classes,
youth facilities and a base for Dalton Learning Centre
and Study Club as indicated previously. However, it was
a huge building to manage and the top floor was unsafe.
Moreover, the library’s footfall and borrowing were
disappointing and it became difficult for the County
Council to justify its costs. With all the cuts to public
services since 2010 it became an inevitable target for
closure and conversion into flats. So, the old meeting
room in the Community Centre became the new library
with hardly any staff time and far fewer books. This was
a disappointment but at least we kept a library in the
town [thanks to some fighting by our local councillors].
It may be small but it is bright, warm and welcoming,
and access is daily from 08.00 to 18.00, longer than the
opening hours of the old library.
Changes continued apace especially on the east side of
the building. The old playgroup room was redecorated
and renamed the “East Wing” and has proved a very
popular meeting/teaching room; a locker room was
added for the police and recently the outside area at the
back has been developed into a garden with wooden
planters and a garden wall.
Upstairs new a new kitchen for the youth groups and
enhanced education room [excellent for one-to-one

teaching] were fitted out so that the young people have
their own area with a separate entrance.
The main hall was redecorated and a large electronic
screen with sound system installed [perfect for the new
Film Club as well as presentations]. Seventy four new
chairs were bought from an auction sale to replace the
old worn out ones and new storage was added; all this
led to a greatly increased number of groups wanting to
use the facilities.
The Trustees have also been keen to reduce the Centre’s
carbon footprint even further and so secured money
from High Winds and Bay Winds Trusts to install solar
panels. This led to an Energy Performance Certificate
good enough to save the Association £1200 a year as
well as reducing emissions. The engineer also installed
a visual display so we can see what we produce and
save.
By 2017/18 the Centre was becoming popular and well
used with an increasingly respected reputation. 45005000 people a month were visiting and goodwill from
the local community grew and grew. Awards began to
come in. There was a community award for managing
change from A.C.T. for Cumbria who used the DCA as a
case study, and local media took a great deal of interest.

BARRY IN THE NEWLY BUILT GARDEN

So, as the major refurbishments to the centre were
completed, a Royal visit was requested to mark an
occasion to thank all the sponsors, funders, trustees
and volunteers. And, on the 24th July 2017 the DCA
was honoured when the Duke of Gloucester visited the
Centre for a memorable occasion.
Then, on June 2nd 2018, the DCA was presented with the
Queen’s Golden Jubilee Award for voluntary service
groups, the equivalent of an MBE for organisations. It
was presented by Her Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant for
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Cumbria, Mrs Claire Hensman, together with a citation
and certificate signed by Queen Elizabeth. This was a
proud moment for all the volunteers and staff who had
worked so hard over the previous ten years.
Furthermore, the DCA was recognised as a “South
Cumbria Community Hero” in 2019 as an organisation
working for local people.
While all this was going on the Trustees were also
working on the DCA’s governance with new policies
being written on a range of aspects of the Centre’s
work: over twenty policies have been written, updated
and copies given to all Trustees who are committed to
running a secure, business-like organisation.
Naturally, in this modern world, it is important to have
a strong profile on social media. Thus, there is a DCA
website [daltoncommunityassociation.co.uk] which,
among other things, tells people the costs of booking
rooms and has a very useful calendar of bookings so
people can see when a slot is available. They have a
Facebook page and Twitter account too with Instagram
being worked on at the time of writing.
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STAFF
As the grants and income from room hire increased so
the Centre was able to afford to employ staff. In 2015
Victoria Shuttleworth was appointed on an 18 month
contract as a Trainee Development Officer and when
she left for another job she was replaced by Patricia
Wilson who is now the Centre Manager, funded for
two years by the then Dong Energy Windfarm for
fifteen hours a week, and by 2017 there was another
employee, Bernard Rigg, the cleaner/key holder on
fifteen hours a week. Later again, in June 2018, Brenda
Walker was employed as Volunteer Co-ordinator on
ten hours a week, a role later changed to Events Coordinator. So, at the present time, [2020] the three
people, Patricia, Brenda and Bernard are vital cogs in
the running of the DCA.
However, the many volunteers have also played a vital
role. One of the biggest contributions has been from
Ian Maddox who was asked to do a couple of odd
jobs in the Hall when he retired from Kimberly Clarke
in 2012 and is now Barry’s right hand man working
many hours a week on unpaid maintenance, etc. Ian is
a superb worker behind the scenes. As Fiona Thomson,
Town Clerk, put it: “When Barry and Ian say they’ll do
something, they do it.”
An amazing amount has been achieved in the past

twelve years. Over half a million pounds has been
raised [over £50k in 2019 alone] and the Centre is so
much more modern and attractive than before.
The list of users is expanding all the time but include:
Army Cadets, Dance Tazia, the County Library Service,
Cumbria Police, U3A, Baby Massage and Baby Yoga,
Rhythm Time, Dalton Creatives, Furness Litfest, Film
Club, Parkinson’s and Dementia Self-help support
groups, MIND Connecting Mums, Spiritualists, plus
many one-off events, parties and coffee mornings.
The centre’s flat roof, the cause of so much trouble in
earlier times, has been renewed with solar panels all
over. New partnerships, for example with Dowdales
School and Age UK for luncheon clubs, the WEA for
computing classes, etc have brought about new ventures
and the scope of the Centre is steadily increasing. It is
now difficult to find gaps in the diary to fit in all the
requests for bookings that come in.
DALTON IDENTITY
A Heritage Lottery Grant of over £10k has seen the
development of the historical concept of the Centre
for it is believed that it is important that local history
is recorded for future generations. The project here
includes a mural [completed by Hannah Willets] in the
main hall showing the history of the building, a website
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and some drama. This book is also part of that project
and the research has highlighted the lack of historical
perspective in the building till now. The project has
brought people together [e.g. in the Nelson Street
School reunion] and hopefully given context to those
who use the building today.

THE MAIN HALL READY FOR USE
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CHAPTER SEVEN – THE FUTURE
The 2018/19 Annual Report of the Dalton Community
Association has a sentence that says, “There are no
major plans for this coming year apart from sustaining
what we have already achieved.” It does go on to talk
of small details that need improving [more volunteers,
Dalton Youthy up and running, greater use of the
computer room] but it seems that the great vision of
2009 has been realised and work now is to maintain its
status as an excellent facility for the people of Dalton …
and beyond, for organisations based outside the town
are seeing the value and quality of the Centre.
However, there are challenges ahead. Some people
are put off booking the Centre because of the poor car
parking [the car park next to the building is usually full
with the cars of traders and shoppers]. While there
is plenty of on-street parking in the vicinity, on busy
days it means a walk from your car. Even the nearest
bus stop is several hundred yards away. There is little
the DCA can do about this, of course, and the increasing
number of bookings show that it is not preventing use.

biggest features that has brought the Centre from its
“green door” days of the early 2000s to the wonderful
Community Centre we have today. One has to wonder
what would happen to the DCA if it were to lose Barry.
Over-reliance on one person is never a good idea. I
hope the succession is planned and the Trustees, plus
local business leaders, civic leaders and others have
the foresight to see someone needs to step forward in
the near future.
Nevertheless, with these caveats, it is hard to see Dalton
folk allowing this great success story to fade and we
must pay tribute to all the people over the decades who
have seen the building turn “From Drill Hall to Centre
for All.”

More important is the role of the Chair of the Association.
Barry Doughty clearly leads from the front and has
done for nearly twelve years. He has raised the funds,
planned their use and managed the work himself. He
has had help, of course, but he is definitely the leader.
His vision, relentless drive and energy have been the
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Artwork around the hall by Hannah...
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